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Abstract 
Development of new transport protocols or protocol algo- 
rithms suffers from the complexity of the environment in 
which they are intended to run Modeling techniques 
attempt to avoid this by simulating the environment. 
Another approach to promoting rapid prototyping of proto- 
cols and protocol algorithms is to provide a pre-built infra- 
structure that is common to transportprotocols, so that the 
focus is placed on the protocol-specific aspects. The Meta- 
Transport Library is a library of C++ base classes that 
implement or abstract out the mundane functions of a pro- 
tocol; new protocol implementations are derived from the 
base classes. The result is afully viable user-level transport 
protocol implementation, with emphasis on modularity. 
The collection of base classes form a “class-chest” of tools 
from which protocols can be developed and studied with as 
little change to a n o m 1  Unix environment as possible. 

1. Introduction 
A networking protocol specification is an abstraction of 

a process whose inputs are packets and user requests and 
whose purpose is the delivery of user data. An implemen- 

onto a set of control and data structures so that the process 
described in the specification operates on real inputs. Since 
experimentation with alternative protocol designs can be 
expensive in production systems, simulations or mathemat- 
ical models are often used to predict the nature of the pro- 
tocol before the investment in a full-scale implementation. 
Another tact is the development of an environment that 
facilitates the implementation and deployment of experi- 
mental protocols, one where software engineering tech- 
niques defray the investment of time and effort. We 
describe such an approach here. 

Traditionally, communication software has been imple- 
mented in the kernel for performance and security reasons. 
In recent years, there has emerged a variety of reasons for 
departing from the classical monolithic kernel-based 
implementation approach. Among those often cited are 
ease of debugging, ease of code maintenance, flexibility in 
the face of widely varying application requirements, and 

t tation of the protocol is the instantiation of its abstraction 
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configurability through the composition of basic protocol 
functions. There are two points of departure fiom a classi- 
cal kernel-based architecture: designing a new operating 
system abstractions, as with [1][2][3], and moving the 
communication services out of the kernel, as with 
[41[51[61[71. 

The x-kernel [ 11 and ADAPTIVE [2] approaches over- 
come inflexibility in protocol implementation and deploy- 
ment through composing protocol functions via mini- 
protocols or protocol machines. The Conduit [3] model 
uses object-oriented language constructs and design meth- 
ods such as inheritance, dynamic binding, and delegation to 
implement the protocol state machine in a highly modular 
fashion. The Jetstream and Afterburner [5][6] experience 
prove the viability of circumventing the kernel. Library 
approaches [4][7] move much of the protocol processing 
into the user process, enhancing code maintenance, debug- 
ging, and experimentation. 
Our approach combines the software engineering 

attributes of object-oriented development environments 
without the ambition of an entirely new operating system 
or communication subsystem structure. An agent in the 
form of a user-level daemon process embodies the protocol 
implementation, yet provides the flexibility to develop and 
deploy new protocols and protocol algorithms easily. 

The Meta-Transport Library (MTL) [8] provides a 
toolchest in the form of protocol-inspecific base classes 
fiom which specific protocols can be built through deriva- 
tion fiom these classes. This “class-chest” assembles in one 
package all of the common components of transport proto- 
cols; implemented once and easily used. The resulting set 
of classes, along with the member variables and functions 
within these classes, provide insight into the definition of 
transport protocols. A specific transport protocol built in 
this way is a fully viable user-level protocol implementa- 
tion. 
Our goals with MTL are to allow an implementor to rap- 

idly prototype a protocol implementation without any ker- 
nel modifications or special hardware support, and as little 
use of root privilege as possible. Indeed, few assumptions 
about the programming environment - save that it is some 
flavor of Unix - are made. Toward this end, MTL, has 
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these design characteristics: portability, adapt- 
ability, configurability, and readability [9]. It is 
not a design goal for derived protocols to com- 
pete with kernel implementations with respect 
to performance, although the internals of MTL 
were built with efficiency in mind. 

Portability. MTL has been ported to most 
major Unix varieties, including SGI Irix, Sun 
SunOS and Solaris, HP HP-UX, DEC Ultrix 
and OSF/l, IBM AM, FreeBSD and BSDI 
BSD/OS. The code compiles using the GNU 
g++ compiler for all platforms supported, and 
the native C t t  compilers on those platforms 
where the native compilers were sufficiently up 
to date. 

Adaptability. The modularity of the MTL 
design allows for easy replacement of the 
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underlying data delivery service. In this way, the derived 
transport protocol can be run over a variety of networking 
technologies. MTL has modules for IP (requiring root priv- 
ilege) and UDP (when root privilege is not available). 
Other modules, including connection-oriented network 
services such as A A L S ,  are under construction. 

Conjigurability. In addition to changing the underlying 
data delivery service, replacement of various protocol con- 
trol algorithms is easily done when the protocol implemen- 
tation is modular. 

Readability. This approach is designed to enhance the 
understanding of how protocol components interoperate, 
and to allow a designer to replace components without 
undo effort. C++ separates interfaces from implementa- 
tions, and encapsulates concepts into modules. 

2. The MTL model 
Transport protocols are recognized by these common 

characteristics: they provide data delivery from a transport 
user to one or more transport users, using the services of the 
network layer, with some degree of completeness and 
order. Some transport protocols, such as UDP, add only 
per-user addressing to the network layer service. Others, 
like TCP, provide fully reliable data streams, while others 
still fit somewhere along the continuum of services. 

If the essence of a transport protocol were extracted, the 
result would be the necessary component abstractions. 
There are five: Transport protocol implementations send 
and receive packets via the use the services of some under- 
lying data delivery service. Typically this is the network 
layer, but with ATM and other switched media, this is not 
necessarily always the case. The packets carry data and 
control information, the latter of which helps change the 
state of the communication. This state is maintained by 
some context. The context manager is the agent that demul- 

tiplexes incoming packets and incoming user requests, 
delivering these to the proper contexts. Finally, the user 
intelface is the abstraction through which access to the 
functionality of the protocol is granted to the user. 

In Unix sockets implementations of transport protocols, 
constructed packets are given to the underlying data deliv- 
ery service via entry points into IP; protocol control blocks 
maintain the state information; the socket data structure 
maintains a list of active protocol control blocks; the socket 
entry points provide the interface. 

MTL is a set of Cii- base classes designed to present an 
infrastructure for building transport protocols. The classes 
represent the necessary protocol components, and the 
member variables and functions of these classes represent 
the state each component must keep and the work each 
must do. A particular protocol is derived from MTL by 
extending the base classes with protocol-specific algo- 
rithms. 

Figure 1 shows the general MTL model. A client pro- 
cess uses the user interface object to send requests to the 
daemon process (whose interface is the daemon object) via 
an IPC facility agreed upon and built into these two objects. 
The daemon object returns the result of the request via this 
IPC facility as well. User data, orthogonally, are written to 
and read from two buffers that are also kept by the user 
interface object. The main loop of the daemon object 
accepts the user requests and uses the context manager to 
direct the requests to the proper contexts. Some of these 
requests may cause the contexts to generate packets; these 
are constructed and sent through the data delivery service 
object. The daemon object also listens for incoming pack- 
ets, and uses the context manager to steer them to the 
proper contexts for processing. 

The object-oriented programming technique generally 
provides some correlation between the constructs and the 
purpose of the information. Some of the Cii- constructs 



map nicely onto implementation guidelines. This is, of 
course, a product of the software engineering characteris- 
tics of object-oriented languages; MTL exploits these char- 
acteristics to show which aspects of protocols are common 
and which require protocol-specific knowledge to imple- 
ment. A virtual function within one of these classes sug- 
gests that the MTL implementation may not be sufficient, 
and additional protocol-specific processing may be neces- 
sary. A pure virtual function implies that an implementa- 
tion must be provided by the derived class; these methods 
are mandated by MTL but require protocol-specific knowl- 
edge to implement. 

In general, there are three questions that help determine 
the division of labor in MTL and, consequently, how the 
class structures are populated. The first question - what 
are the major concepts - leads to the five major classes 
described above. For each piece of functionality, the 
answer to the second question - who owns this function- 
ality - helps place the function into the class structure. 
Likewise for the state kept within the protocol, the third 
question - who owns this data - helps determine where 
the state should be kept. These questions also apply to the 
ownership of the major classes themselves; the daemon 
object owns a context manager object, which in turn owns 
the context objects. Exceptional means required to access 
certain functionality or data is good indication that the 
functionality or data are ill-placed. 

These questions, and how they are used to develop the 
class structure, are not unique to object-orient protocol 
implementations, but protocols have a fairly well-defined 
set of functionality and associated data, so the-mapping 
process is rather straightforward. 

There are six main classes within the MTL library pack- 
age, five of which correspond to the main abstractions 

a context class, a context manager class, and a user inter- 
face class. The sixth class is a daemon class that wraps 
everything into an entity that can be handled by the operat- 
ing system. Each of these classes except for the data deliv- 
ery service class is designed to be a base class for a 
protocol-specific class. While these classes, and the partic- 
ular protocol's functionality, cannot be known until derive- 
time, MTL ties together the protocol infrastructure through 
the dynamic binding of the virtual functions. 

In the next several sections, we will describe the six 
major MTL classes and their methods, and how these 
classes fit within the MTL model of a transport protocol 
implementation. 

+ named above: a data delivery service class, a packet class, 

2.1. Packets 
Central to any communications protocols are the mech- 

anisms used to deliver data and state information.. These 

mechanisms are, of course, packets. Transport layer pack- 
ets are sent and received by the network layer delivery ser- 
vice, where the contents are simply payload. The same is 
almost true for MTL: the actual structures of a specific pro- 
tocol's packets can only be known at derive time. Conse- 
quently, MTL must provide two things: a way to get to the 
packet's interior, and a way to send the packet. 

As an abstraction, the packet is a shell with enough 
memory to hold the largest packet, and functions to access 
that memory and cause it to be sent (note that a receive 
function is not necessary; we speak to this later). In MTL, 
there are two styles for packet objects, a monolithic piece 
of memory, as the abstraction suggests, and a scatter-gather 
vector of pointers and lengths. This is shown in Figure 2. 
The second style is included as an efficiency to reduce the 
amount of copying, and is especially useful if the underly- 
ing data delivery service can operate on such a vector. 

The methods in the packet class reflect the two main 
things that happen to packets: some action is taken upon 
them, and some access to their contents is required. The 
send() methods are the most obvious actions upon a packet. 
The packet class has an overloaded send, one for the mono- 
lithic and one for the vector style. Within these methods, 
the appropriate data delivery service member functions are 
invoked to actually send the packet. In this respect, the 
packet class hides the use of the raw data delivery service 
from the sender of the packet (usually a context object, who 
constructs and sends packets on behalf of the user). This 
hiding ensures that neither the context nor any other entity 
working on behalf of the user need know anything about 
the actual data delivery service being employed. 

Two other functions that act on a packet are the 
host-to-net() and net-to-host() byte order representation 
converters. These are virtual functions since the size of a 
data item determines how to convert, and the data items are 
only known when the packet structure is defined at derive 
time. These are not pure virtual functions because the pro- 
tocol's correct processing is not dependent on them; con- 
versions are not part of the essence of a transport protocol. 
These converter functions are intended to do in-situ con- 
versions of the packet. 

Access to the data within a packet is fundamentally dif- 
ferent for monolithic and vector styles. For the monolithic 
packet, a method pkt-srart() returns the point from which 
offsets can be added to access data items deeper into the 
packet. Vector style packets are more difficult. First, it must 
be known which vector element holds the data item 
desired, then the vector of these elements (gotten via a 
method get-vec-elements()) is indexed to give the proper 
vector element. The pointer to this element is then used as 
the basis from which an offset is added to find the data item. 

Constructing packets in the monolithic style is an 
access-and-set operation. The data item is found, then the 
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/I As monolithic contiguous memory 
void init-as-mono(); 
int is-monoo; 
byte8* pkt-starto; 
short16 xsum(register int len); 
int send(dds-address* dest, int length); 

/I As scatter-gather vector 
void init-zt-vector(); 
int is-vectorO; 
int add-vec-eIement(ch6 p, int len); 
vec-element* get-vec-elementso; 
int get-num-vec-elementsO; 
short16 xsumv(int nsv); 
int send(dds,address* dest); 

/I DDS address information 
void put-tiom(dds-address* from); 
dds-address* get-tiomo; 

I/ Usage counts 
void init-use-munt0; 
void increment-use(); 
void decrement-useo; 
int is-unusedo; 

/I v i a l s  
virtual void host-to-net0 { } 
virtual void net-to-host0 { ] 

Figure 2 - Packet Class 

new value is placed there. For vector style packets, the vec- 
tor elements are added to the packet in front-to-back order 
using the aai-vec-element() method. The total number 
currently included is returned from the method 
get,num-vec-elements(). 

lSvo checksum functions, one for monolithic and one 
for vector, are also provided. These require access to the 
packet, from its start, and then sum over some number of 
bytes (provided by the parameter to the calls). This allows 
partial checksumming, say of just the header. The check- 
sum provided here is the 1Bbit IP checksum; others may be 
provided by the derived classes. (These methods are not 
overloaded because their signatures are the same.) 

There is no receive method symmetric to the send, since 
receiving is not an act upon a packet. Network layer data 
simply arrive at the data delivery service, without structure 
or meaning; this data must be “cast” into the proper packet 
structure so that the contents may be retrieved. 

Packets in the monolithic style are typically used when 
network layer data are being received, since there is no way 
to know how to “scatter“ the networklayer data. The vector 
style, however, is quite useful for assembling a packet, 
since headers and control structures and even the payload 
itself come from different sources. 

2.2. Contexts 
A context object is the collection of all state information 

for an endpoint of a communication, and is the representa- 
tive of the user for that communication. In MTL,, the con- 
text class provides the basic tools for accessing 
identification and addressing information, managing user 
buffers, moving through basic states, blocking on user 
requests, and processing incoming packets. All contexts 
are created at once at protocol start-up time, and all are qui- 
escent (unused but ready). As contexts are needed, they 
become active (anything but quiescent), then return to qui- 
escence when they are no longer needed. When a user pro- 
cess requires the services of the protocol, the context 
manager (described below) assigns a context to the user. 
From that point on the context is no longer quiescent; it has 
state, it has an identification key, and it has a knowledge of 
who the user is. 

Figure 3 shows some of the information kept within a 
context object. In some way or another these pieces of 
information are necessary for a transport protocol imple- 
mentation: the identification of the context (the key), the 
identification of the user (the user’s process ID and the 
user’s IPC address), the transport service access point (the 
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I/ Virtual Functions - 
I/ 
virtual int is-quiescent0 = 0; 
virtual void go-quiescent(); 
virtual int initialize(user-request* request); 
virtual int bind0 = 0; 
virtual int process-packet0 = 0; 
virtual int receive(user-request* request) = 0; 
virtual int send(user-request* request) = 0; 

may be redefined in derived classes 

Figure 3 - Context Class 

port), the priority of the context, access to the data buffers 
(through the send and receive buffer managers), access to 
incoming packets (the receive packet FIFO), and a state 
machine. 

A context is initialized- and caused to become not qui- 
escent - when the initialize() method is called on the con- 
text object. MTL defines this method, but leaves it virtual 
for redefinition; the derived class’s initialize() method must 
call the base initialize() since some internal non-transport- 
essential things are done there. Among the structures that 
are initialized are the send and receive data buffers. The 
actual buffers are shared between the user interface object 
in the user process and the context in the daemon process; 
buffer manager objects at each process manipulate the data 
within. 

The next thing that happens is an address is bound to the 
context with the bind() call. This address is either the des- 
tination address or it is a filter for receiving. The send() and 
receive() calls are pure virtual functions for sending and 
receiving user data as described in the user request smc- 
ture. 

The pure virtual function processjacket() is called for 
each packet that has been put on the context’s receive 
packet queue. This function is pure virtual because the pro- 
cessing of the packet only makes sense when the packet’s 
internals are known, and that is only after derive time. The 
function may act as a clearinghouse, fist determining the 
packet type, then calling the appropriate helper function to 
parse that type of packet. 

2.3. The context manager 
The context manager object manages all of the contexts 

in the system. These contexts are all instantiated at daemon 
start-up time and are kept in an array so that the context 
manager can easily access them. Since the size of the con- 
text is not known until derive time, the derived context 

manager must allocate the array of derived contexts. The 
context manager base class in MTL assumes that a pointer 
to contexts will be set by the derived context manager 
object. 

Each context is identified by a key value. The key is a 
64-bit value divided into two parts, one for the instance of 
use, and one for the i d e x  into a conceptual array of con- 
texts, as shown in Figure 4. In MTL, the index for a partic- 
ular instantiation of a context never changes, but the 
instance is incremented after each use. This gives the key 
value the property that it is unique over the uses of the con- 
text (since the key is 64 bits wide, the time to wrap also 
ensures that the key value is unique for a very, very long 
time (see [ 101 for details on why the uniqueness of connec- 
tion identifiers is important). 

When a user registers with the daemon, the context 
manager method init-contexr() is called to prepare a con- 
text for the user. Within init-contexf(), the context manager 
chooses a quiescent context, calls that context object’s ini- 
tialize() method, and assigns to that context a key value so 
that all other user requests carrying that key value will be 
matched to this context. 

When the user submits a bind request, the context man- 
ager method bind_contexf() completes the address, if nec- 
essary, and then calls the context object’s bind() method. 
Once the user is registered and an address has been bound 
to the context, the user’s request are all forwarded directly 
to the context by the daemon. This is possible because each 
request carries the context’s key value. 

Incoming packets must also be matched to the appropri- 
ate context. The context manager provides the method 
huizdle-newjacket() for determining the context and pass- 
ing the packet on to that context’s receive queue. Periodi- 
cally, the daemon calls the method satisfr(), which passes 
over each active context and gives the context a chance to 
do outstanding work, including handling the packets on the 
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Figure 4 - Context Manager Class 

receive queue with the context’s process_packet() call. 
When the daemon is about to cease, it calls the context 

manager’s shutdown() method to return all of the resources. 
This function has an implementation but is virtual so that 
additional, protocol-specific activities can happen, such as 
aborting open associations. 

2.4. The user interface 

able to the daemon through buffer managers at both the 
user interface and the context objects. This is shown in Fig- 
ure 5. 

There are three methods that send user requests and 
accept responses. The issue() method sends a user request 
and waits until a response is returned. By withholding the 
response, the daemon can cause the user to block; there are 
mechanisms within the user request structure for indicating 

The user interface class is the base class for code that 
links into a user program in the form of a library and pro- 
vides access to the functionality of the protocol. h4”s 
user interface class is called mtZij this compiled code, and 
compiled code for auxiliary classes, are gathered into a file 
called interface.0. When a specific protocol’s interface is 
defined, and a user interface class is derived from mtlif, that 

formed into a protocol interface library to be linked into 
the user application programs. 

A user process can have more than one user interface 
object instantiated at the same time, for multiple open asso- 
ciations. The lib-manager object is an auxiliary object that 
manages the several user interface objects, and multiplexes 
user requests to the daemon through a single IPC channel 
to the daemon process. 

The user interface’s methods encapsulate the raw func- 
tionality of the protocol. Precisely what methods are 
offered, and the functionality provided, cannot be deter- 
mined until a protocol-specific user interface class has been 
derived. The methods in the mtlif class, however, provide 
rudimenw communication of user requests to the dae- 
mon, and access to the data buffers through buffer manager 
objects. 

User requests are sent to the daemon via IPC facilities 
hidden in the interface methods. User data are made avail- 

P compiled class code and the interface.0 object code are 

2.5. The dah delivery service 
The data delivery service class del-srv is an abstract 

class specifying the interface to a data delivery service sys- 
tem for sending and receiving packets. Classes derived 

to the daemon if the user is willing to block waiting for the 
response. The inform() method sends the user request but 
does not wait on a request. This is useful for situations 
where the user process is ceasing or for synchronizing the 
buffer manager states. The accept() method is used when 
there are more than one responses from the issue() call; 
accept() blocks waiting on a message from the daemon. 

While the protocol-specific interface class will provide 
the methods appropriate for that protocol, there are two that 
must be provided: the register command and the release 
command. Implementations for these virtual methods are 
provided, since these are basic to the working of MTL but 
are not protocol specific, but more complex and specific 
register and release commands can also be defined. When 
the reg() method is called, the user request message 
received by the daemon causes the context manager to 
issue the init-context() method; the response from the dae- 
mon has the key value filled into the user request structure 
so that all subsequent requests are directed to the newly 
activated context. The release() method is required to tell 
the daemon to free the context’s resources. 
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Figure 5 - User Interface 

I1 IPC routines 
int issue(user-request* req); 
int inform(user-request* req); 
int accept(user-request* req); 

I/ Virtual functions 
virtual int rego; 
virtual int release(int no-answer = 0); 
virtual void perror(int res, char* usr-msg = 

virtual void cleanupo; 
(char*)NvLL); 

from del-srv implement this abstract interface by employ- 
ing a particular data delivery service. An instantiated 
derived data delivery service object is the daemon's access 
point to the network. 

A particular data delivery service class, such as for IP 
and UDP, is derived from the del-srv class. In MTL, the IP 
data delivery service object is called ip-del-srv, and the 
UDP data delivery service object is called udp-del-sru. 

2.6. The daemon 
The functionality necessary for the protocol implemen- 

tation program to become a user-level daemon process is 
provided by the mtldaemon class. Besides launching the 
process as a daemon, the mtldaemon class provides meth- 
ods for running the protocol, as shown in Figure 6. Since 
the daemon must communicate with the user processes, the 
IPC functions recv-request() and send-request() encapsu- 
late that detail. 

' h o  static variables are presented as public to allow any 
other object in the system access to these variables. The 
first variable, pool, is the object where new packet shells 
are gotten and returned. The second is the pointer to the 
data delivery service. Both of these objects are used by 
many of the components of the system; by making them 
public and static, they do not require gratuitous interface 
functions which would provide no more protection than 
they receive as public variables. 

The is-another-daemon-running() method checks to 
see if there is another MTL-derived daemon process cur- 
rently running. This is important to know since things like 
the shared memory or the IPC channels could possibly con- 
flict. It is possible to have two or more MTL-derived dae- 
mon processes running, but care must be taken to avoid 
these conflicts. 

The method parse-args() customizes the daemon and 

the way the protocol will act via implementor-defined argu- 
ments. When the program is ready to convert itself into a 
daemon, the function init-daemon() is called with a proto- 
col name or number. This protocol identifier is to be used if 
the data delivery service also handles other types of proto- 
cols (for example, IP demultiplexes the IP packets accord- 
ing to the ipproto field in the IP packet header). When the 
init-daemon() call returns, the program has been turned 
into a Unix daemon process. During that process, interrupt 
handlers are installed with instaZZ-handZers(). This helps 
the daemon to trap certain signals and handle them prop 
erly, like invoking shutdown() to cause the daemon to 
cease. 

The method main-Zoop() awaits some form of input - 
either from the user request channel, or from the data deliv- 
ery service - or it will time out. If a user request has 
arrived, the request is given to the dispatch-request() 
method, and the request is parsed and the context manager 
is invoked. If a packet arrived from the data delivery ser- 
vice, the context manager's handle-newsacket() method 
is called to start processing the packet. 

3. Observations on performance 
We have used MTL to build an implementation of the 

Xpress Transport Protocol for prototyping revision 4.0 [ 111 
before it became official, and for studying new multicast 
strategies within XT€", described in [12]. It has been our 
intention all along to also implement the internet protocol 
suite, but our overall research plans have not compelled to 
do so yet. Consequently, it is very dangerous to present per- 
formance comparisons of our MTL-based implementation 
of XTP (called S a n d i m  [13][9]) and a kernel-based 
implementation of TCP, but we will attempt to draw some 
salient observations nonetheless. 

Our experiments were run between two SGI Indy work- 
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static packet-pool* pool; 
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int recv-request(user-request* reqmsg, req-addr-struct* user-addr); 
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N Main loop functions 
int is-another-daemon-~nning0; 
void main-loop0; 
void shutdowno; 

I/ Virtuals 
virtual int parse-args(int argc, char** argv); 
virtual int init-daemon(ch6 protocol); 
virtual int init-daemodint protocol-number); 
virtual void install-handlerso; 
virtual req-action dispatch-request(user-requ~t* request, 

req-addr-struct* user-addr); 

Figure 6 -The Daemon Class 

stations over a single segment of an otherwise production 
Ethernet network, during the middle of a normal work day 
at a national laboratory. The loads on the workstations were 
reduced but little else special was done. The results were 
consistent and repeatable. 

Comparing throughput, as in Figure 7, is particularly 
tricky. Both TCP and XTP do essentially the same protocol 
processing during bulk data transfers, and both use IP as 
their network layer delivery service, so on a gross level the 
curves should be similar. Indeed, the noteworthy thing is 
that the throughput curves are so close for protocols imple- 
mented in such desperate manners. For these results we 
used the popular program tfcp for the TCP numbers, and a 
modified version which uses the SandiaXTP user interface 
for the XTP numbers. SandiaXTP sends data as soon as the 
protocol has it, so the NODELAY option was used for TCP 

to attempt to mimic that behavior. 
Perhaps more interesting than throughput comparison 

are the performance results of the send call times and rates. 
Figure 8 shows call times for logarithmically increasing 
buffer size. Since SandiaXTP eventually will make at least 
one socket system call for every send service call, we 
expect that TCP should be faster, especially for small 
buffer sizes, where the cost of protocol processing is more 
evident. For larger buffer sizes, the cost of moving the data, 
making packets of the data, sending the packets, and doing 
the protocol processing, were essentially the same, whether 
out of the kernel or not. Figure 9 shows this adifferent way: 
the rate of service calls is much higher for TCP socket calls 
than for MTL-based interface calls until the buffer size 
reaches about 2048 bytes, when the protocol processing 
costs dominate. 
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While these numbers should not be used in protocol reli- 
gious warfare, the shapes of the curves do suggest that, for 
similar amounts of protocol processing, user-level imple- 
mentations are not significantly worse, and are viable 
means for constructing experimental implementations for 
study under real conditions. 

4. Conclusions 
While in-kernel sockets-based implementations of pro- 

tocols have provided good performance and a common 
structure and interface, they are not well-suited for model- 
ing alternative protocol procedures or whole new proto- 
cols. It is simply more difficult to develop protocol 
implementations from within the kernel: the compile-and- 
test cycle is long and complex, debugging requires special 
effort, and crashes are non-trivial. Our approach is to pro- 
vide an implementation toolchest with common transport 
infrastructure already provided, where the development 
environment is more natural and accessable to a wider 
group than kernel programmers. 

Having the mundane infrastructure built and in place 
reduces the tedium and allows the implementor to focus on 
the protocol. The Meta-Transport Library provides such an 
infrastructure for a user-level protocol implementation. 
This approach support rapid prototyping of new protocols 
or protocol procedures, and de-emphasizes the environ- 
ment within which the protocol is to run. Once the protocol 
has been prototyped and studied, the investment in placing 
it into more performance-oriented environments is less 
onerous. 

This approach has been used to prototype XTP 4.0 [13] 
and aspects of the new multicast functionality of XTP, 
described in [12]. 

In addition to aiding in the development cycle of a pro- 
tocol definition and implementation, the MTL approach is 
well suited to use in a classroom, where protocol concepts 

can be taught with little or no advanced Unix programming 
knowledge. Almost every aspect of an MTL-derived proto- 
col is modular, supporting replacement of algorithms. The 
skeletal approach also illustrates the essential components 
of transport protocols. 

More information about MTL and- as an example pro- 
tocol - Sand iaX”  is found at these pages: 

http://www..ca.sandia.gov/xtp/mtV 
http://www.ca.sandia.gov/xtp/SandiaXI’P/ 
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